When Should Homeowners Replace Insulation in Their Existing Home?

*RetroFoam of Michigan Helps Homeowners to Know When Old Insulation Isn’t Working and Needs to Be Replaced*

MONTROSE, Mich. (PRWEB) April 12, 2019 -- Homeowners who are dealing with high heating and cooling bills, drafts, and even moisture problems may not realize the culprit is their old insulation.

Traditional insulation, like fiberglass and cellulose, have a tendency to sag, settle, and shift over time. When this happens, it leads to several problems in the home from high monthly energy bills to uncomfortable rooms.

Unless a homeowner is a professional who works with insulation regularly, it is hard to spot what is the root of their problems. That’s where RetroFoam of Michigan steps in.

The foam insulation contractor has published an article that can help homeowners identify problems they are experiencing connected to their old insulation. While some of these problems are connected to high monthly energy bills and comfort, others can affect the health of the home or can even cause significant damage.

To learn more about the signs it’s time to replace old insulation, check out RetroFoam of Michigan’s article “When is it Time to Replace the Insulation in My Existing Home?”

Learn More About RetroFoam of Michigan

RetroFoam of Michigan has insulated more than 10,000 homes in Michigan’s lower peninsula with foam insulation since the company started in 2002.

The foam insulation contractor’s mission is not only to help homeowners make their homes more comfortable and energy efficient but to also give them tips and advice to have a happier and healthier home.
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